Abstract-Spectral estimation for multiple 2-D signals by autoregressive modeling is discussed. The procedure computes the entire spectral matrix of autospectra and cross spectra for the set of 2-D signals. Specific differences between AR models for this problem and those for lower dimensional problems are discussed. Experimental results are presented.
( 1 ) where a! is some chosen region of support for the filter, A,,i, are M X M matrix coefficients, and w ( n , , n,) is a multichannel white noise with M X M covariance matrix E,,,. Note that although the noise is uncorrelated between points in the n , , n2 plane, it is not, in general, uncorrelated between channels.
If a model of the form ( I ) is used, the 2-D spectral matrix for the process can be written as S ( w l , 02) = H-' ( U , , w2) E , (")-I (~1 , ~2 ) ( 2 ) where the superscript H represents Hermitian transpose and H is the 2-D frequency response matrix
H ( U~, w2) = C ~~~~, , e -' (~~~~+~? " ' )
hl. ?I?) E a with Ao,o defined to be the identity matrix. A model in the form of (1) can be generated by considering the 2-D linear prediction problem with support a! and formulating and solving a set of Normal equations. We note, however, that the linear prediction model (sometimes called the minimum mean-squared error model) and the AR model (or white noise-driven model) may not be identical. The two are equivalent only when the process is truly described by an AR model with the postulated form of support. In general, this requires a! to be an infinite nonsymmetric half plane [I] , [ 2 ] , although in practice, nonsymmetric half-plane support of finite size is found to be adequate.
We consider a model with finite nonsymmetric half plane (NSHP) support here. Quadrant models are less general, but are also useful and are discussed separately [3] . Define the 2-D matrix correlation function as
Then if a! is the region defined in Fig. 2(a) , the Normal equations defining the model have the form shown in the box. The correlation matrix has three levels of partitioning. Except for the upper and left borders, the matrix is block Toeplitz with block Toeplitz blocks. The form of the Normal equations for quadrant support can be obtained by taking L 2 = 0. The resulting correlation matrix is then completely block Toeplitz with block Toeplitz blocks.
As discussed earlier, NSHP support is preferred since it is always possible to factor an arbitrary 2-D spectral density into factors with infinite extent NSHP support. While it is not practical in spectral modeling to use very large support regions, NSHP support of modest sizes have been found to give reasonable results.
Prediction Equation
Normal Equations
111. FORWARD AND BACKWARD AR MODELS For NSHP models, we define forward and backward models by the coefficient support regions of Fig. 2 (a) and (b). The forward and backward models satisfy related but distinctly different Normal equations. Since for the backward model the axes n I and n 2 are reversed, the correlation function for the backward problem is the transpose of that for the forward problem. Thus, the Normal equations for the backward model differ from those of the forward model in that the innermost blocks R ( i, j ) of the correlation matrix are transposed. Since the blocks are not symmetric, it is clear that different model parameters (filter coefficients and error covariances) result from the solution of the forward and backward Normal equations. In general, this leads to diferent spectral estimates for the two models. This is a significant difference between multichannel 2-D AR models described here and lower dimensional AR models. The point is discussed further below.
In the 1-D and 2-D single-channel cases, the forward and backward AR spectral estimates are always identical. This follows because the correlation matrix in the Normal equations for the forward and backward models is identical.' This leads to identical model parameters, and therefore identical spectral estimates.
In the 1-D multichannel case, the forward and backward model parameters are not the same. However, the forward and backward spectral estimates which are computed by 1-D versions of (2) can be shown to be identical [4] , [ 5 ] . The proof is based on the existence of an underlying maximum entropy random process that matches the given correlation function and extends it. The common spectral estimate computed by both the forward and the backward models is the true spectrum of the underlying maximum entropy process (see [4] for details).
The lack of correspondence between the forward and the backward spectral estimates in the multichannel 2-D case is related to the fact that in 2-D, the correlation function may not be extendible [6] . As a result, there may exist no underlying process that is truly whitened by the given linear predictive filter.
In the limit as a approaches an NSHP with infinite support, the linear predictive model and the AR model become identical. In this 'It was observed in 2-D that the forward and backward Normal equations differ in that the innermost blocks are transposed. This is also true in 1-D. Since for the single-channel cases these blocks are scalars, the rnatrices for the single-channel cases are identical.
k > O
case, the spectrum of the process is truly given by (2) and the spectral matrix can be represented in terms of either the forward or the backward model parameters. The proof follows that in [4] . While one cannot use infinite NSHP support in practical applications, larger orders can approximate the limiting case, and the two spectral estimates have been found to give very close results. Table I shows the value of the spectral estimate at wI = u2 = 0 for a twochannel 2-D random process consisting of sinusoids in noise. As the model order (defined as P I -1 with P 2 = 2 P I -1) increases, the values of the terms in the forward and backward spectral matrices become closer. The last column in Table I gives the value of the incremental divergence [7] for the two spectral estimates. This quantity, defined by
P n measures the overall closeness of the spectral matrices at all frequencies. Since lower numbers represent closer spectra, the results indicate that the forward and backward spectral estimates tend to converge as the model order increases. where w I ( n I, n *) and w 2( n, , n 2) are zero-mean independent unitvariance white noise signals and L represents the number of sinusoids. For this particular example, we assume L = 3 , with the location of the sinusoids as shown in Fig. 3 , and phase shifts $i all equal to 1 rad. A data set size of 64 x 64 points was used. Fig. 4(a) -(c) shows 3-D and contour plots for the components of the spectral matrix estimated using a fourth-order NSHP model. The cross lines (+) in the contour plots show the true location of the sinusoids. The results show a slight bias in estimation of the position of the sinusoids in the autospectra and cross spectrum and good resolution. There is almost no evidence of energy from sinusoids w and w D appearing in the spectrum of the opposite channel or in the cross spectrum. The phase of the cross spectrum shows and signal-to-noise ratios, can be found in [SI- [lo] . 
IV. EXAMPLES

